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Abstract: In multi-agent systems, the Dynamic Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem (D-DCOP)
framework is pivotal, allowing for the decomposition of global objectives into agent constraints. Proac-
tive agent behaviour is crucial in such systems, enabling agents to anticipate future changes and adapt
accordingly. Existing approaches, like Proactive Dynamic DCOP (PD-DCOP) algorithms, often necessi-
tate a predefined environment model. We address the problem of enabling proactive agent behaviour
in D-DCOPs where the dynamics model of the environment is unknown. Specifically, we propose an
approach where agents learn local autoregressive models from observations, predicting future states to
inform decision-making. To achieve this, we present a temporal experience-sharing message-passing
algorithm that leverages dynamic agent connections and a distance metric to collate training data. Our
approach outperformed baseline methods in a search-and-extinguish task using the RoboCup Rescue
Simulator, achieving better total building damage. The experimental results align with prior work on
the significance of decision-switching costs and demonstrate improved performance when the switching
cost is combined with a learned model.

Keywords: DCOP; Dynamic DCOP; proactivity; multi-agent systems

1. Introduction

Collaborative Multi-agent Systems (MASs) have been the subject of several studies
in the literature due to their ability to model many real-world problems effectively. In
such domains, the capabilities of multiple autonomous agents are harnessed to address
problems that are otherwise challenging or impossible for single agents to tackle. Some
application domains include smart environments [1], mobile sensing [2], disaster manage-
ment and rescue [3,4], environment monitoring [5,6], traffic light management [7], resource
management in microgrids [8], and unmanned air traffic management [9].

The Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem framework (DCOP) is a well-known
framework for investigating MASs due to its ability to model various real-world appli-
cations [10]. In the DCOP context, the global objective of the team is decomposed into
constraints between agents. The agents then leverage their local interactions to optimise
the constraints in the system [11], making DCOP a natural fit for inherently decentralised
multi-agent domains [12].

While most extant DCOP studies in MAS focus on agent properties such as reactivity,
learning, social abilities, scalability, and stabilisation, proactive agent behaviour is the goal
of several approaches [13–16]. In proactive methods, an agent is expected to be goal-driven
and not only react to environmental changes. The agent’s prediction and reasoning about
possible future states of its environment typically result in this goal. For instance, an agent’s
goal after reasoning may be to maintain the temperature of a building (maintenance goal)
or an achievement goal to lead evacuees to safety [17]. Thus, proactive behaviour enables
agents to anticipate future changes and adapt accordingly.

Several proactive offline and online DCOP algorithms have recently been dis-
cussed [13,18,19]. In these methods, the proposed proactive algorithms do not observe
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the state and require environmental models to be predefined to enable proactive agent
behaviour. However, in complex and dynamic environments, this assumption may not
hold, which presents a challenge to applying existing algorithms. Mobile agents typically
change their neighbour sets as they move from one region to another in a dynamic en-
vironment. Nevertheless, existing approaches do not discuss how dynamic interaction
graphs relate to methods for enabling proactive behaviour. In [20], a tabular approach
was discussed to maintain statistics about environmental changes and using the statistics
in the constraint optimisation process as a means for reasoning about the future. More
sophisticated methods are required in complex environments to enable more proactive
behaviour than the method for counting changes discussed in [20].

Therefore, we propose an approach to enabling proactive agent behaviour in Dy-
namic DCOPs (D-DCOPs) where the environment’s dynamics are unknown to the agents.
Specifically, our main contributions are as follows.

1. The dynamic interaction graph method in [21] is extended to a complete graph setting
whilst maintaining the multi-agent hierarchy or variable ordering that enables the
execution of DCOP algorithms. This resolves the limitation in [21], where constraints
or message-passing can only exist is parent–child relationships.

2. A temporal experience-sharing algorithm, based on dynamic multi-agent connections,
is proposed to enable information propagation across agents in different parts of the
environment. This experience-sharing algorithm relies on a distance metric defined
in the observation space to limit redundant experiences in an agent’s buffer due to
perceptual aliasing.

3. The temporal experiences are then used to train an autoregressive model to predict the
future states of random variables in a constraint function, given the previous observa-
tion. This addresses the transition model requirement in Proactive Dynamic DCOP
(PD-DCOP) algorithms. We demonstrate how this model can be used with traditional
DCOP algorithms to facilitate proactive agent behaviour in dynamic environments.

Our study is organised as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2; the back-
ground to our research is then presented in Section 3, our proposed approach is discussed in
Section 4, and theoretical properties are given in Section 5. We introduce the experimental
setup to evaluate our method in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss our experiment results
and conclude this study in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Proactive agent behaviour is an important agent characteristic in multi-agent systems.
As a result, several studies have discussed approaches to enable agents in a collaborative
MAS to be proactive in their environment where possible.

One of the earliest studies into proactivity in constraint programming is the work
by Wallace and Freuder [20]. The authors discussed methods for tracking environmental
changes and incorporating this information into the optimisation process. That way, agents
can assign values that are less likely to change in the future. When applied to the dynamic
environment, the approaches discussed in the study require agents to conduct a complete
observation to gather statistics about changes of interest in the environment. However,
agents in dynamic environments typically have partial observations.

Similarly, ref. [14] proposed a framework for finding super solutions that model causes
of failures or changes in the environment and reason about the cost of repairs, resulting
in the outcome of super solutions. While this method enables agents to reason about the
future for value assignments, it requires predefined probabilities or information about
change events. Random event probabilities may be challenging or impossible to define in
complex dynamic environments.

In a series of studies on the subject, Hoang et al. [13,18,19] proposed the Proactive
Dynamic Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem (PD-DCOP). In the PD-DCOP
framework, the random events are modelled as random variables in the environment.
The authors proposed exact and approximate methods to solve PD-DCOPs. PD-DCOP
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approaches are open-loop policies that use the priors of the random variables in the
constraint optimisation process, as exemplified by the algorithms proposed by these studies.
Since the algorithms discussed do not observe the state of the random variables, their
application is challenged in dynamic domains where the priors are unknown, as they
cannot learn a model from the environment.

Also, [22] proposed the Markovian D-DCOP (MD-DCOP) framework to introduce
Markov Decision Process (MDP) concepts into the Dynamic DCOP (D-DCOP) domain.
These concepts include enabling an agent to observe the state of its environment and incor-
porating the observation into the optimisation process. The authors proposed algorithms
that formulate the value assignment constraint between agents as a multi-arm bandit
objective using a Q-value function in their work. This Q-value function is maintained by
one of the agents in a constraint and is updated using the Q-learning algorithm. Similarly,
an RL-based DCOP algorithm was proposed in [23], where the state of an episode maps to
a DCOP. In this work, the authors resorted to using the outputs of a genetic algorithm to
provide feedback to enable learning the Q-values for acting in the environment. We note
that the constraints considered therein are unary constraints incorporated into each agent’s
state space. Although we consider the observation of the state to be a crucial part of our
study, this is to the extent of learning a model to enable agents to predict future conditions
and reason about them in a dynamic environment. Additionally, in dynamic environments,
the neighbours of an agent may change as it moves in the environment, as opposed to the
assumption of a fixed interaction graph used by these existing methods. Indeed, agents
may join or leave the environment at arbitrary times (openness).

As noted earlier, agents in a dynamic environment usually have a partial observation
of their state. This partial observation challenges agents regarding how they may improve
their understanding of the environment and use that information to guide the search
for proactive assignments or decisions. Researchers have adopted information-sharing
techniques to address the partial observation challenge in such environments. In Multi-
Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) algorithms, agents learn information sharing over
differential communication channels [15,24–26] alongside a policy. In contrast, DCOP-
based communication schemes do not require the information-exchange channel to be
differentiable and delineate the messages exchanged between agents.

In traditional DCOP algorithms, agents that share a constraint use message-passing
schemes to interact. Consequently, methods like the Distributed Depth First Search (
DDFS) [27], the Multi-agent Organization with Bounded Edit (Mobed) [28], and the Hybrid
Algorithm for Reconstructing Pseudo-trees (HARP) [29] have been used to generate agent
interaction hierarchies that facilitate the message-passing algorithms used in D-DCOPs.
These agent communication methods assume a fixed interaction graph to generate the multi-
agent hierarchies for message-passing. Such algorithms must be better suited in dynamic
environments where the agent neighbours may change over time. Accordingly, a new
hierarchy-generation method was discussed in [21] to generate and maintain valid multi-
agent hierarchies. Our study extends this dynamic hierarchy approach for a neighbourhood
with a connected agent. We then leverage this dynamic agent connection to propose a
message-passing and experience-sharing scheme.

In summary, this study focuses on developing proactive agent behaviour in D-DCOPs
by enabling agents to learn a look-ahead model from the observation of changes in the
environment. We leverage existing dynamic agent-connection schemes to develop an
experience-sharing method that allows agents to mitigate the challenge of partial observa-
tion in a dynamic environment.

3. Background

In this section, we discuss an illustrative scenario where agents can exhibit proactive
behaviour, and we formalise the problem of this study.
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3.1. RoboCup Rescue Simulation

In Figure 1, we illustrate a search-and-extinguish mission in the RoboCup Rescue
Simulation (RCRS) [30], where fire brigade agents (depicted by red circles) are tasked with
searching for buildings (shown as polygons) that are on fire and extinguishing them. A
building’s tendency to be set on fire depends on the material it is made of (wood, steel,
or concrete). The environment of these agents is dynamic in that buildings can be set on
fire randomly, and those close to already ignited ones may also heat up and eventually
be set ablaze. The fire brigade agents can only extinguish a building already on fire. In
the illustration, building b1 is already on fire, and the neighbouring buildings b2 and
b3 (assumed to be wooden buildings) are heating up. The fire station b5 is a unique
building where an agent can refill its water tank. Buildings that are dark-coloured are
entirely burned out. The agents are expected to collaborate in carrying out their tasks.
In the environment, the amount of water needed to extinguish a fire in a building is
proportional to the temperature of the building. Therefore, an agent proactively approaches
a building it anticipates will catch fire in the future and reduces the needed water quantity
by extinguishing the fire early. For instance, in the illustration, we depict an agent choosing
to be close to building b3, whereas another is closer to building b4. However, an available
agent is expected to extinguish a fire instead of only anticipating fire at a neighbouring
building. In our study, we model this motivating scenario as a D-DCOP and use it to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal.

Fire station

Figure 1. Fire brigade agents engage in a dynamic search-and-extinguish mission. Red circles
represent agents, while polygons denote buildings. White shapes, such as b4, indicate unaffected
buildings, while dark ones are fully burnt-out. Buildings b2 and b3 are nearly ablaze, while b1 is
actively being extinguished by two nearby agents. Building b5 serves as a refill station for agents’
water tanks. View in colour for optimal comprehension.

3.2. Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problem

In multi-agent systems formulated as DCOPs, agents assign values from a domain
to their decision variables to optimise certain constraint functions. It is assumed that the
agents are fully cooperative and can observe the environment [10]. Also, the environment
is dynamic and deterministic. The DCOP is modelled as a tuple P = ⟨A, X, D, F, α⟩, where:

• A = {a1, a2, . . . , am} is a finite set of agents,
• X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is a finite set of variables,
• D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} is a set of variable domains such that the domain of xi ∈ X is Di,
• F = { f1, f2, . . . , fk} is a set of constraint functions defined on X where each fi ∈ F is

defined over a subset xi =
{

x1, x2, . . . , xp
}
⊆ X, with p ≤ n, determines the cost of

value assignments of the variables in xi as fi : D1 × D2 × . . .× Dp → R∪ {⊥}, where
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⊥ denotes utility for infeasible configurations. Here, the cardinality of xi is the arity of
fi. The global cost of the values assigned to variables in X is Fg(X) = ∑k

i=1 fi(xi),
• α : X→ A is an “onto” function that assigns the control of a variable x ∈ X to an agent α(x).

We assume that α assigns only one variable per agent and the use of binary constraint
functions. In the multi-variable setting, each variable can be represented as an aggregation
of sub-variables, where its domain constitutes the cartesian product of the domains of all
the sub-variables. We use agent and variable interchangeably since an agent controls only
one variable.

A Current Partial Assignment (CPA) or partial assignment is the assignment of values
to a set of variables x such that x ⊂ X. A complete assignment σ is when all variables in X
are assigned a value. A constraint function fk ∈ F is satisfied if fi(σxi ) ̸=⊥. The objective of
a DCOP is to find a complete assignment that minimises the total cost:

σ∗ := argmin
σ∈Σ

Fg(σ) = argmin
σ∈Σ

∑
fi∈F

fi(σxi ), (1)

where Σ is the set of all possible complete assignments.
The D-DCOP is an extension of the DCOP formulation to address dynamic multi-

agent environments. D-DCOP is modelled as a sequence of DCOPs, D1,D2, . . . ,DT . Here,
Dt =

〈
At, Xt, Dt, Ft, αt〉, where 1 ≤ t ≤ T. D-DCOP aims to solve the DCOP problem

arising at each time step.
Likewise, PD-DCOP extends the D-DCOP to allow the modelling of random variables

in the environment that agents do not control. In this context, decision variables refer to
variables whose values are assigned by agents. Specifically, the following extensions are
introduced to the DCOP framework:

• The set of variables X is extended to compose random variables Y ⊆ X to model stochastic
events in the environment (e.g., device malfunctioning, weather, and temperature).

• The domain set D is also composed of the event spaces for the random variables
Ω = {Ωy}y∈Y ⊆ X.

• h ∈ N is the horizon of the environment.
• The variables in the xi of a constraint function may be a mixed set of decision variables and

random variables. We denote the set of constraint functions whose scope contains a random
variable as FY ⊆ F, where f Y

i ∈ FY, which is associated with at most a single random
variable.

• T = {Ty}y∈Y is a set of transition functions Ty : Ωy ×Ωy → [0, 1] ⊆ R for the random
variables y ∈ Y. A transition function specifies the probability that a random variable
changes value in future time steps.

• C ∈ R+ is a switching cost function that assigns a cost to a decision variable for
changing values between time steps. This study views this cost term as a unary
constraint function. High switching costs discourage agents from frequently switching
values. Hence, the agents have to be purposeful with any potential change in decision
in time step 2.

• γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor that is used to control the significance of future rewards
or costs. We set γ = 1 in this study.

• p0
Y = {p0

y∈Y} is a set of priors of the random variables y ∈ Y.

• The onto function α assigns only decision variables to agents α : X\Y→ A.

The PD-DCOP objective is to find a sequence of assignments σ∗ of all the decision
variables for all time steps of the environment:

σ∗ := argmin
σ=⟨σ0,...,σh⟩∈Σh+1

Fh
g(σ) (2)
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Fh
g(σ) =

h

∑
t=0

γt

 ∑
fi∈F\FY

fi
(
σt

xi

)
+ ∑

f Y
i ∈FY

f Y
i
(
σt

xi

)+
h−1

∑
t=0

∑
x∈X\Y

γtC(xt−1, xt) (3)

f Y
i
(
σt

xi

)
= ∑

ω∈Ωyi

fi
(
σt

xi |yi = ω
)
· pt

yi
(ω) (4)

pt
yi
(ω) = ∑

ω′∈Ωyi

Tyi (ω
′, ω) · pt−1

yi
(ω′) (5)

Thus, a PD-DCOP solution is an open-loop system (offline) that finds the assignments
for each time step in the horizon. In this study, we assume that the transition functions and
the priors are unknown to the agents. Hence, the agents depend on observing the changes
in the random variables in the environment while operating (online). In determining the
assignments σt, each agent ai observes the random variables in the scope of the constraints
of ai, denoted as ot. Therefore, we reformulate Equation (4) as

f Y
i
(
σt

xi

)
= fi

(
σt

xi |yi = M
(

ot
yi

, l
))

(6)

where M is a model that takes ot
yi
∈ Ωyi and predicts the value of yi after l look-ahead steps. In

what follows, we discuss an approach to learning M from the temporal experiences of the agents.

4. Proposed Approach

This section discusses our approach to addressing the problem presented in Section 3.

4.1. Dynamic Multi-Agent Connections

Communication between agents is vital in multi-agent systems. In the DCOP litera-
ture, message-passing between agents forms the basis for the optimisation process. One
prevalent approach is to derive a hierarchy from the constraint graph representation of
the DCOP and use this hierarchy to organise the optimisation process. In [21], a dynamic
hierarchy-generation algorithmwas proposed to generate a valid hierarchy in open and
dynamic multi-agent environments. However, this proposed dynamic hierarchy-generation
method restricts interactions in parent–child relationships only. As a result, nearby agents
in other sub-trees of the hierarchy cannot interact in the environment. Thus, only tree-based
DCOP methods could be used with the dynamic hierarchy-generation algorithm. In this
study, we extend the approach in [21] to enable all nearby agents to establish connections
while maintaining the hierarchy. Similar to the existing DCOP literature [10,21,28,31], we
assume that agents are uniquely identifiable and cooperate in the environment to optimise
the global objective. Also, agents communicate via message-passing, and messages are
delivered in the order sent.

It has been shown in [21] that once an agent has selected a neighbour to receive an Ad-
dMe message, all other neighbours receive an AnnounceResponseIgnored message. In our study,
we propose sending a PseudoParentRequest message instead of an AnnounceResponseIgnored.
When aj receives a PseudoParentRequest from ai, it adds ai to its pseudo-children list and sends
a PseudoChildAdded message to ai. When ai receives a PseudoChildAdded message, it adds aj to
its pseudo-parents list. Thus, ai and aj can establish a link for interaction without affecting their
existing parent–child relationships or invalidating the hierarchy with acyclic connections since
connection types could be checked to avoid cycles during optimisation. We illustrate this process
in Figure 2. In this illustration, we assume that a3 joins an environment where a1 is the parent of
a2. a3 uses the dynamic hierarchy generation procedure to establish a parent–child relationship
with a1, and the above process establishes a pseudo-child link with a2.
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1

3

2

Pseudo-child connection establishment process

1. PseudoParentRequest 

3. PseudoChildAdded

2. Pseudo-child added

4. Pseudo-parent added
1

3

2

child

child

connected state

pseudo-child

Figure 2. Illustration of the pseudo-child connection process.

4.2. Temporal Experience Sharing

Agents in dynamic environments typically have a partial observation of the environment.
Temporal Experience Sharing among agents in a neighbourhood is a practical approach to mitigate
the challenges of partial observation [24]. Therefore, we leverage the dynamic agent-connection
approach discussed in Section 4.1 to enable agents in a neighbourhood to share their experiences.
These experiences show the changes in random events within the environment between time
steps. In this study, we model an experience as a tuple ⟨st−1, st⟩. Thus, the dynamic interaction
graph facilitates the optimisation process (along hierarchy connections) and Temporal Experience
Sharing (along all connections) among agents in a neighbourhood.

We outline the temporal experience algorithm of this study in Algorithm 1. We assume
that agents can communicate via message-passing and that messages arrive in the order
sent despite potential delays. Each agent may execute this algorithm asynchronously in a
time step. The main objective is to update the buffer of an agent ai with experiences from
its neighbours Ni. The algorithm requires a list of neighbouring agents involved in the
experience-sharing process L and the dynamic interaction graph algorithm Φ.

Further, we assume that each agent stores the experiences in a finite buffer whose
underlying data structure is a circular associative array where the key is a globally unique ID
of the experience (value). Additionally, we provide a sample size n and a similarity threshold
z for managing how shared experiences are added to the agent’s buffer. In what follows, we
describe the algorithm by referring to the executing agent as i and the sending agent as j.

The Start procedure calls Φ when new agent connections are established, passing the newly
connected agents as arguments. If the buffer of i has experiences to share, i sends the keys of
B in an ExperienceHistoryDisclosure message to all agents in L (lines 1–6). When i receives an
ExperienceHistoryDisclosure message, i compares the shared keys with its buffer to determine
experiences to request and share with j (lines 8–12). In line 13, i sends an ExperienceSharingWith-
Request message to j. Upon receiving an ExperienceSharingWithRequest from j, i first shares the
requested experiences with j via an ExperienceSharing message (lines 16–18) and then adds the
received experiences from j to its buffer by executing the MergeTemporalExperience procedure
(explained below). Similarly, the experiences shared via the ExperienceSharing message are
added to B by calling the MergeTemporalExperience procedure (lines 22–25). The SendNeighbou-
rUpdate procedure is called by i whenever it adds a local experience to its buffer. This procedure
shares the latest experience in B with all existing neighbours Ni via an ExperienceSharing mes-
sage (lines 26–28). This approach enables an agent to have varied experiences from unexplored
parts of the dynamic environment.

However, the naive addition of all shared experiences to the buffer may populate
the buffer with less informative or similar experiences since agents in a neighbourhood
may perceive similar events. Consequently, we introduce the MergeTemporalExperience
procedure to mitigate this scenario. When called, it samples n experiences from its buffer
(line 32). The sampled experiences S are compared to the experiences to be added to E
using a similarity function φ (line 33) defined over the observation space. This function
determines how similar each experience is to existing experiences in the buffer (represented
by S). All similar experiences are ignored by i using the similarity threshold z (line 34). The
remaining experiences in E are now added to B. If there are no experiences in B, all shared
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experiences are added to B. We also note that i executes the MergeTemporalExperience to add
a local experience to B. This approach to incorporating experiences ensures variation in B.

Algorithm 1 Temporal Experience Sharing Algorithm
Require: list of agents L, experience similarity measure φ, experience buffer B, dynamic interaction graph Φ,

reference experience sample size n, experience similarity threshold z
Ensure: Updated experience buffer B
1: procedure START(L)
2: if B contains experiences then
3: k← keys of B
4: Send ExperienceHistoryDisclosure{k} to agents in L
5: end if
6: end procedure
7: procedure RECEIVEEXPERIENCEHISTORYDISCLOSURE(mj)
8: k j ← shared experience keys from mj
9: ki ← keys of B

10: r ← entries in k j not in ki
11: s← entries in ki not in k j
12: E← select experiences s from B
13: Send ExperienceSharingWithRequest{E, r} to j
14: end procedure
15: procedure RECEIVEEXPERIENCESHARINGWITHREQUEST(mj)
16: rj ← Get requested experience entries in mj by j
17: E← select experiences rj from B
18: Send ExperienceSharing{E} to j
19: E← Shared experiences in mj
20: MergeTemporalExperiences(E)
21: end procedure
22: procedure RECEIVEEXPERIENCESHARING(mj)
23: E← Shared experiences in mj
24: MergeTemporalExperiences(E)
25: end procedure
26: procedure SENDNEIGHBOURUPDATE( )
27: E← Select last added experience from B
28: Send ExperienceSharing{E} to all neighbours in Ni(Φ)
29: end procedure
30: procedure MERGETEMPORALEXPERIENCES(E)
31: if B contains experiences then
32: S← Sample n experiences from B
33: ν← Calculate similarity measures using φ(E, S)
34: E← Select entries in E whose similarity measures are below z
35: end if
36: Add all entries in E to B
37: end procedure
38: Return B

4.3. Temporal Experience Modelling

As discussed earlier, we aim to learn a model that can predict possible changes in
the D-DCOP and incorporate this prediction in the optimisation process. Consequently,
we use the experiences in B to learn this model. Thus, the temporal experience-sharing
algorithm is an approach for tracking environmental changes. The agent then uses these
experiences to model how the environment evolves. In Algorithm 2, we present a generic
framework that we adopt to train the look-ahead model incrementally. Upon startup, i
initializes model Mt−1 and the model performance tracking value ν to 0. The model is
trained when more than k experiences are in B (lines 1–3). Once this condition is satisfied,
n experiences are sampled from B (line 4). Afterwards, the sampled experiences are used
to train a model Mtemp (line 5). This temporary model is accepted if its evaluation is better
than the previous model (lines 6–11). This model is used by i in the optimisation process as
specified in Equation (6).
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Algorithm 2 Temporal Experience Modelling Algorithm
Require: Experience buffer B, batch size n, pretrained model Mt−1, previous best score ν, minimum

number of samples to train k, learning algorithm Θ, and performance metric e.
Ensure: Model Mt

1: if size(B) < k then
2: Return Mt−1
3: end if
4: D ← Sample n temporal experiences from B
5: Mtemp ← Θ(Mt−1, D)
6: νtemp ← e(Mtemp)
7: if νtemp > ν then
8: Mt ← Mtemp
9: νtemp ← νtemp

10: else
11: Mt ← Mt−1
12: end if
13: Return Mt

5. Theoretical Properties

In this section, we examine the communication and computational complexity of the
Temporal Experience Sharing algorithm. We make the following assumptions to analyse
the communication complexity:

• In the worst case, all agents in the MAS are within communication range of one
another.

• Each agent communicates its experiences with all other agents in the system.
• The communication overhead per message exchange is known and is constant.
• The number of experiences shared in each message exchange is proportional to the

size of the experience buffer.

We discuss the communication complexity in terms of the number of agents N and the size
of the experience buffer M. The communication complexity of each phase is then as follows.

• Experience Disclosure Phase: In the worst case, each agent sends its experiences to all
other agents. Hence, the communication complexity is O(NM).

• Experience Sharing with Request Phase: Each agent requests experiences from other
agents. The communication complexity is O(NM) in this case.

• Experience Sharing Phase: Each agent shares experiences with other agents, resulting
in O(NM).

• Neighbor Update Phase: Each agent sends the most recent experience to its neighbours
with a complexity of O(N).

The asymptotic communication complexity is then O(NM), arising from the need for
the agents to exchange experiences.

Similarly, we make the following assumptions to analyse the computational complexity
of Algorithm 1:

• We assume a constant communication cost for message exchanges.
• Calculating similarity measures between experiences involves comparing each new

experience with a subset of experiences in the buffer. We assume that the computation
of the similarity measure is pairwise and requires comparing each new experience
with a subset of experiences in the buffer.

• Simple random sampling selects a subset of experiences in the buffer.
• The merging of experiences involves searching for and removing possibly duplicate

experiences. This involves iterating through the experiences in the buffer (in the worst
case) and comparing them with the new experiences.

In this context, where the size of the buffer is denoted as P, we analyse the computa-
tional complexity as follows:
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• Message-passing has a constant computational complexity O(1).
• For each new experience, the computational complexity for comparing with all experi-

ences in the buffer is O(P).
• Under simple random sampling, the complexity is linear in the size of the experience

buffer O(P).
• Assuming there are Q new experiences to merge, the complexity is O(PQ).

Thus, the asymptotic computational complexity is O(PQ). This is primarily due to the
similarity and merging operations.

We note that in real-world scenarios, the agents are usually distributed in the environ-
ment and may not have all agents within the communication range. Also, computational
techniques such as vectorisation could be used to improve the similarity and merging
operations. The merging operation is performed on a subset of the experiences in the buffer,
thus reducing the complexity. Therefore, the Temporal Experience Sharing algorithm is
feasible in MASs, as we demonstrate in our experiments.

6. Experimental Setup

This section describes our experimental setup to evaluate the proposed approach for
enabling proactive agent behaviour in D-DCOP algorithms.

Our experiments used the RCRS platform [30]. The RCRS platform is a server that simu-
lates fire outbreaks, civilian search and rescue, and other common disaster events. Since we
consider multi-agent operations in dynamic environments, RCRS is suitable because it creates
a partially observable, dynamic, and stochastic environment. Also, the simulation horizon is
in discrete time steps. In each time step, agent commands are executed in the environment.
Agent programs are implemented as clients that send commands to the simulation server at
each time step. There are two types of agents in the RCRS: platoon agents and centre agents.
The ambulance team, fire brigade, and police force constitute the platoon agents, and the
ambulance centres, fire stations, and police offices make up the centre agents.

In our experiments, we configured the simulation server to follow the motivating
domain in Section 3.1. We enabled 12 fire brigade agents and one fire station in a scenario
with 36 buildings that could catch fire. The fire brigade agents were randomly placed in
the environments, and these starting positions were maintained in all simulations. The
simulation server starts with three buildings that are already set on fire. The fire spreads
from these three buildings to other buildings if not extinguished. The following are the
different states of a building’s fieriness:

1. Unburnt
2. Burning slightly
3. Burning more
4. Burning severely
5. Not burning (water damage)
6. Extinguished (minor damage)
7. Extinguished (moderate damage)
8. Extinguished (severe damage)
9. Completely burnt

Also, an extinguished building may be set on fire again if a nearby building is ignited.
Therefore, the agents are expected to collaborate to extinguish all fires as quickly as possible
or slow down the total building damage in the environment. Slowing the total building
damage could give rescue teams additional time to evacuate trapped civilians. We depict
the described scenario in Figure 3.

We implemented the agents’ program using the RCRS Python API (version 1.0.0). The
simulation server sends the observation of each agent to its corresponding program at the
beginning of every time step. When an agent receives its observation, it executes its D-DCOP
algorithm to determine the appropriate command to send to the server. We set the maximum
thinking time of each agent to 5 s. The fire station agent was only used to aggregate simulation
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metrics from other agents in our experiments. The simulation server and agent programs
were run using a MacBook Pro computer with a Ventura 13.6.2 OS, an Apple M1 Pro chip and
16 GB RAM (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA).

Figure 3. Map of RoboCup Rescue Simulator environment used in our experiments. Buildings
already on fire are depicted in yellow, and fire brigade agents are shown as red dots on the map.
Agents are randomly placed at the beginning of the simulation.

6.1. Modelling the Search-and-Extinguish Problem as a D-DCOP

Regarding the D-DCOP algorithms, we used the Cooperative Constraint Approximation
(COCOA) [32] and Distributed Pseudo-tree Optimisation Problem (DPOP) [33] algorithms.
We modelled the search-and-extinguish problem of the RCRS environment as follows:

• Agents: The fire brigade agents in the environment shown in Figure 3 served as the
agents in the DCOP. These agents interact with the environment by receiving local
observations and sending commands. Agent-to-agent communication was enabled
using an implementation of RabbitMQ’s AMQP messaging protocol.

• Variables: We mapped each agent to a single decision variable that determines the
building selected by the agent to either move to or extinguish the building’s fire. The
random variable in this setting is the temperature of buildings in the environment.

• Domain: Each agent’s domain was the set of all buildings in the environment whose
fieriness was either burning severely or lower.

• Constraint functions: Constraints existed between agents that shared parent–child relation-
ships.

We represented each constraint as

fq(di, dj) = f u
q (di) + f c

q (di, dj) (7)

where di ∈ Di, dj ∈ Dj, f u
q is the unary constraint of agent i and f c

q is the coordination
constraint agent i shares with agent j. We defined the unary constraint as,

f u
q (di) =

{
1000 if n > 3,
C(dt−1

i , di)− e(di) otherwise

where dt−1
i is the building selected in the previous time step, n is the number of agents

already assigned to building di, C is the decision change cost, and e(di) is the exploration
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factor of di. The intuition is to discourage agent i from selecting a building already assigned
to more than three other agents by using a high cost. We defined C as

C(dt−1
i , di) =

{
c if dt−1

i ̸= di and yt−1 > 1
0 otherwise

where yt−1 is the fieriness of dt−1
i and c is a cost assigned when the current value being eval-

uated di is different from a burning building selected at the previous time step (switching
cost). This encourages agents to consider sticking to the previous selection if the building is
burning. Also, we defined e(di) as

e(di) =

√
2|Di|

ln(t)
N(di)

(8)

to encourage agents to explore the environment. N(di) is the number of times the agent
has selected di. The coordination constraint f c

q was also defined as

f c
q (di, dj) =

{
λw× p if di = dj,
0 otherwise

and

λ =

{
−1 if τ(di) >= Tc,
1 otherwise,

where p is a coordination constant we set to 20 in our experiments, τ(di) is the temperature
of di, w is the weight of the building calculated as w(di) = τ(di)/T, and T is the maximum
temperature of a building in the environment. T was set to 1000 in all our experiments. Tc
is the critical temperature of a building beyond which neighbouring agents are expected to
collaborate to move to the building and extinguish the fire; we set Tc = 400.

This constraint also encourages agents to move to different buildings when the tem-
perature is below the critical threshold. Here, we expect proactive agents to assign a value
based on their predictions. Thus, agents will team up without being proactive only in
reaction to critical temperatures.

In contrast, proactive agents use exchanged information and the look-ahead model
to determine which buildings are likely to reach critical temperatures and collaborate to
extinguish fires ahead of time. We implemented an experience buffer to store shared and
local experiences following Section 4.

6.2. Model Training

In the training phase, randomly sampled experiences in the buffer were used to train
a model that predicts the next temperature of a building given its current observation. In
the search-and-extinguish experiments, an observation from the RCRS server is a tuple of
the temperature of each building, the fieriness, the brokenness of the building, the building’s
material (wood, steel, or concrete), and the fire index (maximum temperature of the set of
neighbouring buildings). An experience is a tuple of two consecutive observations by an
agent. The sampled experiences were then preprocessed into a dataset, where the temperature
of the second observation in each experience was the target for supervised training.

The training procedure is specified in Algorithm 2. We set the k of Algorithm 2 to
100. Thus, a minimum of 100 experiences were required to be in the buffer before the
training procedure could be executed. Therefore, each agent ran Algorithm 1 and a D-
DCOP algorithm in the environment for 300 time steps, triggering Algorithm 2 every 5
time steps. The XGBoost learning algorithm, with a learning rate of 0.001 and a maximum
tree depth of 10, was used in the experiments.
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During the evaluation phase, each agent applied its local model in an autoregressive
manner for l future steps in the optimisation process, as specified in Equation (6). Thus, the
final temperature of a building considered by the coordination constraint was determined
in this manner. When l = 0, the observed temperature is used without applying the model.
We discuss the results of our experiments below

7. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the results of our experiments. We focused on examining agents’
decision-making to ascertain whether the agents could exhibit proactive behaviour using
our proposed approach. We compare the results of the D-DCOP algorithms (COCOA,
DPOP) used in this study with versions that used the look-ahead model developed using
our methods (LA-COCOA, LA-DPOP). The LA-COCOA and LA-DPOP methods had
l = 10, whereas COCOA and DPOP had l = 0 (see Equation (6)). We also examined the
effect of the switching cost c on agents’ behaviour by setting it to 10, 30, and 50. To reduce
the impact of randomness on our results, each of the experiments for each value of c was
conducted over five random seeds. Thus, 60 different runs were conducted, and each run
had 100 time steps.

We show the performance of the methods across the different switching costs in
Figure 4. The building damage metric was retrieved from the RCRS server and was the
only active metric, since all agents were fire brigade agents. This metric estimates the total
structural damage of buildings in the simulation environment: 0 indicates total damage,
and 1 indicates no damage. It can be seen that the LA-DPOP consistently outperformed the
other methods followed by LA-COCOA.
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Figure 4. Average performance of fire-brigade agents in the RCRS environment using the different
D-DCOP algorithms of the study. LA-COCOA and LA-DPOP represent our proposed methods, whereas
COCOA and DPOP represent standard D-DCOP algorithms. (a) Switching cost = 10. (b) Switching
cost = 30. (c) Switching cost = 50.

In particular, as the switching cost increased, the performance margins became more
pronounced. We observed that combining switching costs with our proposed approach in
reasoning could help stabilise agents’ decision-making in exhibiting proactive behaviour in
an environment. We reckon that the appropriate switching cost depends on the application
domain. Likewise, the value of l should be determined to capture periods when the random
variables change in the environment. In the RCRS environment, changes to the temperature
variable happened slowly over time steps. Hence, we observed that smaller values of l
failed to capture enough variance to improve model performance, whereas higher values
caused prediction errors to compound.

Since all agents could react to buildings with temperatures beyond the critical threshold
(Tc), we focused on temperatures within the range of (0, 400] to investigate all decisions
made in this range. Therefore, we divided the range into quartiles and used these regions to
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categorise the decisions of agents for each building. We show the result of this investigation in
Figure 5 for where c = 50.
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Figure 5. The number of selections each building received when its temperature was in the range (0, 400].
This range is divided into quartiles to indicate the severity of each building’s temperature for each selection.

We noticed more building selections whose corresponding temperatures fell in the
first quartile in the LA-COCOA and LA-DPOP cases than in the traditional DCOP methods.
This observation was more prevalent in the LA-DPOP case and explains the performance of
LA-DPOP in Figure 4. Thus, agents often reacted earlier to buildings that were on fire at the
initial stages when using our proposed approach than when using the D-DCOP algorithms.
The early reaction ensured the agents mostly spent fewer time steps at the buildings.

Overall, our experiment results show that the approach proposed in this study to develop
proactive behaviour in agents is effective and enables agents to perform better in dynamic
environments. We also show that combining the switching cost and our proactive approach
provides better performance in a dynamic environment than relying only on the switching
cost. Additionally, proactive D-DCOP algorithms could be developed to rely on the temporal
experiences of agents instead of requiring the priors of the dynamic environment.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we have discussed methods enabling proactive agent behaviour in D-
DCOPs that do not require prior models of the environment to be provided. We proposed
using dynamic multi-agent connections to facilitate the sharing of temporal experiences
and learning look-ahead models for decision-making. Our methods were applied to a
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simulated search-and-extinguish motivating domain to demonstrate their effectiveness.
Our results also highlight that using a switching cost, as found in previous studies on
PD-DCOPs, could help stabilise proactive agent behaviour in dynamic environments.
Further studies could investigate improved cooperative multi-agent learning methods
for proactive behaviour in dynamic environments. For instance, learning approaches
could be exploited to enable agents to determine experiences to share locally. This will
reduce the communication overhead in the proposed approach. Additionally, proactive
asynchronous D-DCOP algorithms could be examined to enable fast decision-making in
dynamic environments to address the long decision-making times typical of synchronous
D-DCOP algorithms. In addition, other applications of the methods proposed in this study
could provide further insights into the possibilities and limitations of these methods.
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